Synaptics Previews Scrybe(TM) - The Revolutionary Next Generation in PC Touch
Interfaces
Scrybe Gesture Workflows Enable Intuitive Touch Experience
SANTA CLARA, Calif., Jan 04, 2010 /PRNewswire-FirstCall via COMTEX News Network/ -- Synaptics Inc. (Nasdaq: SYNA), a
leading developer of human interface solutions for mobile computing, communications, and entertainment devices, today
announced beta availability for Scrybe(TM) gesture workflows, the next-generation advancement in TouchPad(TM)-based
interfaces for PCs. Scrybe leverages finger movements to create fluid gesture shortcuts intended to boost productivity and
efficiency by getting more work done with fewer steps. Scrybe delivers a powerful gesture engine to PC manufacturers who
want to utilize the latest gesture technology to enhance the overall user experience.
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Scrybe, part of the newest Synaptics Gesture Suite (SGS) 9.4, allows PC OEMs and end users to personalize gestures to link
task-oriented workflows for Internet, media, entertainment, and productivity applications that result in a more efficient,
productive, and fun user experience. Scrybe also introduces customizable gesture symbols for communicating with a PC that
enable users to perform complex tasks using the TouchPad alone. For example, selecting a word or phrase by double-tapping
and then tracing the "?" symbol can automatically launch the browser and perform an immediate directed search for the
selected word or phrase. This advanced gesture feature provides faster results and eliminates typographical errors. The
personalized gesture suite can be used to run presentations or enjoy digital media, provide controls for play, pause, previous,
and next commands and to advance through music lists, photos, and more. A user can also use the personalized gesture suite
to rotate, crop, tag, rate, and enhance images, as well as perform Windows system functions -- all without ever lifting a hand
from the TouchPad.
"Synaptics' innovative Scrybe gesture technology introduces a revolutionary way to use the TouchPad that promises to
fundamentally change the very foundation of the human-computer relationship," said Ted Theocheung, head of the Scrybe
program and director of Synaptics PC and Digital Home Business Unit products. "Scrybe technology demonstrates Synaptics'
innovative leadership and ongoing commitment to providing a richer user experience that is focused on increasing overall
productivity for PC users."
Scrybe is optimized for multi-touch TouchPads, but also supports existing single-touch TouchPads in the market. The updated
Synaptics Gesture Suite 9.4 with Scrybe technology introduces a number of new multi-touch gestures and an improved
graphical user interface. SGS 9.4 includes media control gestures for stop, play, rewind, fast-forward, next, previous, and jog
dial advance; productivity gestures to zoom, fit to window, flip, and redo; as well as Windows 7 system gestures and Windows
Touch compatibility modes. The improved two-finger twist rotate is simpler and can provide free rotation capabilities that work
well with all other gestures in the suite. A new SGS API provides software application developers with a method to make use of
all the latest technologies to deliver a richer application experience.
SGS 9.4 with its Scrybe workflow technology will ultimately simplify and streamline TouchPad control and enable customized
features to make personalizing the TouchPad easier than ever. Users can launch the SGS control panel from the system tray
with one click, then discover and customize settings utilizing the available short help videos which clearly demonstrate and
explain how each gesture works. Intelligent contextual pop-up tips help users to discover all of the TouchPad capabilities and
explain how to apply them to make using the computer easier and more fun. The clearer, easier to use interface and extensive
help system reduces support calls for PC OEMs and increases productivity for users.
Availability
OEMs can obtain SGS 9.4 with Scrybe through their Synaptics sales representative. End users can visit www.uscrybe.com to
sign up for participation in the beta program and learn more about Scrybe and qualifying TouchPad-compatible hardware.
Beginning today, Synaptics will offer this "technology preview" beta version of SGS 9.4 with Scrybe via software download to
end users with existing notebooks that utilize a Synaptics TouchPad. Synaptics anticipates strong participation in the beta
program by end users and will conclude downloads of Scrybe once it has been determined that a sufficient number of
downloads have occurred to collect sufficient usability data. More details on Scrybe are available by visiting www.uscrybe.com.
About Synaptics

Synaptics (NASDAQ: SYNA) is a leading developer of human interface solutions for the mobile computing, communications,
and entertainment industries. The company creates interface solutions for a variety of devices including notebook PCs, PC
peripherals, digital music players, and mobile phones. The TouchPad(TM), Synaptics' flagship product, is integrated into a
majority of today's notebook computers. Consumer electronics and computing manufacturers use Synaptics' solutions to enrich
the interaction between humans and intelligent devices through improved usability, functionality, and industrial design. The
company is headquartered in Santa Clara, Calif. www.synaptics.com
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